I SCOUT

Women's Glee Club Presents Concert Tonight

Ensembles Numbers and Dates

FUNK WEEK OPENS AT GRAPEVINE GAP

Robert Leeper To Face Murder Trial On Monday May 14

Delta Sigma Rho Will Give Banquet For Debate Teams

REPORT TODAY

The weather

FIFTY-TWO IN IOWA CITY FOR SCOUT MEETING

Representatives From Eight States Enroll For Training

The Second Executive Council opened Monday with representa-
tives from eighteen different states in the house. This is the first of it kind in the Midwest in the years, according to the University of Columbia is the first, with the only other
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The eXtreme

The marriage of Miss Nelle Adrian of Mr. Nelson is a graduate of the marriage of Miss Nelle Adrian of Mr. Nelson is a graduate of

Stokely

No Lectures

Miss Julia Reger who received her King Al of Harris, and Verda Sigma of WeUealey Hill. She will be active in the dental department at the University hospital. He is a member of Phi Kappa

Babson Institute

Babson Institute

Music Students

Miss Pierce teaches mathematics in the high school at Grinnell. Miss Pierce teaches mathematics in the high school at Grinnell.
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DISTINCTIVE FOOTWEAR

"BREMER"S"

THE "NEW AGE"

An unusual last designed especially for University men. In both brown and black colors with cordovan tongue and heel strap.

SPRING OXFORDS

Step in Today

Expert shoe

feet properly.

By special arrangement with the Ladies' Home Journal

we have secured actual reproductions of the twelve tutors pictures and described in their April issue, out today.

What type of hat has the great Paris designers agreed on for Summer? Here we look at an authoritative selection. The leader has been for April, May, June and July wear.

Each of the leading Paris Designers—CAROLINE REBOUX, MARIA GUY, EYELNE YARON, MARIE LOUISE, SUZY, GEORGETTE, LUCIE HAMAR, has been asked for her most representative model. Each model she considers her best interpretation of the prevailing mode, what a woman should wear this summer in color, pattern, and design. These hats will be the determining style influences in American millinery for this summer season. They are shown in the April Ladies' Home Journal, out today, and are on display in this store.

Paved by Billie Burke

What is the price of this dress worn by Miss Pierce in the photographs? The latest advent of this dress was a pamphlet issued in 1879 giving the arguments of the proslavery and the opponents of the United States.

Music Students

Give Recital In Chicago Studio

Ederer M. Brider, associate instructor in drawing and music, is the art critic of the Chicago Sun, where they heard the Chicago symphony conducted by Alfredo Casella, Italian pianist. Saturday afternoon they played informally in the Chicago Symphony Orchestra at the Masonic Temple of IOWA CITY.

The students who went were: Caroline E. M. Elder Al of Des Moines, Dorothy A. Rinegold Al of Des Moines, Jeannette M. Frank Al of Iowa City, Grace E. Philp Al of Harris, and Verda E. Williams Al of Tyler.
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HARDING MAY COME TO IOWA THIS SUMMER
President Invited To Speak Before Big Conference Here

For the first time in the history of the University, the president of the United States will come to Iowa City during his term of office, if the plans of Pres. Walter A. Jopsey are carried out.

The session will be the trend-setting conference on citizenship to be held here between June 13 and July 2, the exact date to be announced when President Harding is named.

President Jopsey has already invited Mr. Harding to come here during the tour of the west, to visit Iowa City and speak at the citizenship conference.

At the present time President Harding is spending his vacation in Florida and has not yet responded to the invitation. It will probably be some time before his summer engagements can be arranged so that it will be definitely known whether or not he will be able to attend the session here.

Prof. E. E. Kingdon, director of the liberal arts section of the university, made the announcement last week in Judge Homer D. Trower, of the class of 1899, writing to him to see if his influence can be brought to bear to have President Harding accept the invitation.

Prof. Kingdon is a respected member of the faculty who is watching the progress of the citizenship conference. Not all of the plans of the conference have been announced but it is certain that some of the highest governmental officials and some of the best statesmen in the country will be present. Some of the most important groups in the conference will be new centers of the political governmental officials and some of the best statesmen in the country will be present. Some of the most important groups in the conference will be new centers of the political

MARRIAGE VOW

ARABS RESPECT MARRIAGE VOW

Marriage, Divorce Are Easily Handled

Death Penalty For Untrue

By Ralph Verom (United News Service Correspondent)

London, April 29.--Mr. and Mrs. St. Andrews—the husband and wife of the great family queen—must hear either the sound of the desert guns or the sound of the devil.

The couple, Forbes, writer and author, who return to the East Wednesday and told how the Arabs have had the marriage and divorce laws of their society in which the strong laws are among western nations.

Towner, of the class of 1909, will probably enter the natural science auditorium at 7 A.M. of Thursday and will follow the debate societies, and some of the highest officials of the school will meet and be in the building in the morning.

Wisconsin Department of Agriculture.

Attendance at the debaters will be the opportunity for the women's debating societies, who will be in the final order of events at the conference. The Iowa debate, which will have its place in odd numbered, is Edith E. Kretschmer, of Iowa Free, All of Carroll, and Viola Cornwell, All of Burlington. The women's group, composed of Frances Baker, All of Iowa City, Irene Schwartz, All of Des Moines, and Clara Levy, All of Parkville, will work for St. Louis Monday to take part in the debate there.

WRIGHT SAYS

TRANSIT ISSUED

The cover sheet of the issue is FREDERICK W. TOWNSEND, the liberal

BELATED MECCA TRANSIT ISSUED

Picture of "Five Weeks" Sheet Is Shown in Magazine Saturday Feature Number

The name of the "Mecca," the latest addition of the new forces in the world of the "Mecca," the liberal art's Assembly Hall. Its subject will be "Health and Wealth."

The "Mecca," the liberal art's Assembly Hall, is the subject of an article appearing in the magazine "Mecca." The article appears in the "Mecca," the liberal art's Assembly Hall. Its subject will be "Health and Wealth."

"How to Earn in Business," the article, is by a well known social critic and editor, and was written as an experiment in a new method of magazine work. The article appears in the "Mecca," the liberal art's Assembly Hall. Its subject will be "Health and Wealth."

DIE LOUTEN

LURE'S

UPSTAIRS CLOTHES SHOP

Upstairs to Garden Theatre

210-12 E. Washington Street
Iowa City, Iowa

Men's All Wool Suits and Topcoats

$20 $25 $30

Trade Upstairs--Save $10

Why pay ground floor prices?

Selling Clothing upstairs is no snap. I've got to give bigger values to get you. Must be exceptional to get you. I've got to give bigger values to get you. Must be exceptional to get you.

Fit Guaranteed Alterations Free

ALL WOOL TROUSERS

$5

CLUTE'S

Upstairs Clothing Shop
210-12 E. Washington Street
BEGIN DRIVE FOR TRACK MEN

PROSPECTS FOR TEAM TURN OUT FOR BIG MIXER

Pep Flows As 250 Men Gather In Start Of Drive For 1912 Candidates

Prospective Iowa track men who turned up still strong for the track meeting held recently in the gymnasium in which they practiced to the calls given by the coach, wereaysie, and recording official and displayed speed in the final sprints for the north and of the gym, where several of the athletic department's best men were dishing out aids, sports and merchandise.

A number of the members of the faculty, who are backers of athletics, gave talk to the members, and the men present reacted favorably to all the sentiment expressed.

Practically every man indicated his intention of coming out for track, in response to the calls by an official, who said their names not only reflected favorably on themselves, but also showed among them the amount of interest that Iowa men take in athletics.

One of the best displays of medals ever seen in Iowa City is on display in Weatherby's window, as an added incentive to the drive for all Iowa City track men. These medals, containing over sixty medals belonging to Capt. Eric Wise, in Brinley, and to Crowell, have been leased by these men and are attracting the attention of all passersby.

Included in these medals are ones at the state meet, others at all the conference meet, while older ones are relics of national meets.

Professor Perkins of the law school was chairman of the meeting last night. The men were called to speak first by Directors of the college of pharmacy; Howard B. Jones; C. E. Johnson; Director Alumni; Dean K. J. Kapir; Capt. Eric WiseWilson; P. F. Lentz; Capt. Albert Jenkins; Director T. W. Martin; and George V. Breaman.

The meeting was short and full, and at the end of the meeting the members were asked to make their contributions, but seeing how they were asked to make their contributions of their time to the cause, it was not expected that the members would be asked to make their contributions of their money to the cause.

A COURSE IN BOOKING
I am about to open a class in booking for the next session of 13 lessons, 2 nights of week. $25.00 for the course.

All booking Instruction in the "Making Art of Self-Defense" by Dave Fiedler

122 S. Dubuque Street

BEGIN OUTDOOR PRACTICE TODAY

Shattwoship To—Auditor—Coach James, Work Stand April 28

Spring football practice will get its start tomorrow afternoon at 4 p.m. in Iowa Field, and will continue each afternoon until 4 p.m. until April 28. Men who expect to be candidates for positions are invited to report for work. The work will be held in the equipment room in the gymnasium.

Coach Howard H. Jones will be absent from the work this week and will return Monday. V. C. Shattsworth's, varsity half-back, will also be absent.

The coach has been out to see the players in action last week, and has been very pleased with the progress made.

Chicag0 Nurse To Speak At Meeting Of Iowa Nurses

Miss Ada F. Timmer, superintendent of the visiting nurse association in Chicago, will be the chief speaker at the quarterly meeting of District No. 8 of the State Nurse's association, to be held here Friday. Nurses from the seven counties which compose Districts No. 6, 7, Tama, Linn, Johnson, Polk, and Iowa county, will be here for this meeting.

Miss Timmer will speak at 8 o'clock Friday afternoon at West Lawn School in the subject, "The favorable ability of Every Nurse in the Field of Preventive Medicine." It is to be attended by the Red Cross nurses in Italy.
In the practice contest that might just as well have been played as an impromptu in the Astoria sea Coach Sam Hurlbut’s tentative varsity nine went through a perfect second series 1 to 0 in five innings at Iowa Field yesterday afternoon. The winning crew was composed of Captain “Bill” Barrett, cf; Paul Lea, p; Earle Beattie, 2b; Lockwood, 3b; Thoper, 1b; and “Jim” Laude, first baseman, and short in the outfield. “Davy” O’Connell and “Chico” Dina composed the battery for the losers.

The men who were given a chance to show their wares in yesterday’s practice did not show up as well as they might have under more favorable weather conditions. A stiff wind from the north swept down over the field throughout the entire contest, and away from the left fielder Laude, who has played in the infield in each of the last two seasons was unable to let the scrubs down without a run in the time he was in the box. He was aided by rather good support, including two nice catches by Laude.

Duhm, who played shortstop, has been showing up especially well in the field, and kept the varsity’s hits well in his column. He was able to let the scrubs down without a run in the time he was in the box. He was aided by rather good support, including two nice catches by Laude.

Joe, whose arm was sore for some time, was able to let the scrubs down without a run in the time he was in the box. He was able to let the scrubs down without a run in the time he was in the box. He was aided by rather good support, including two nice catches by Laude.

Coach Barrett has been watching the pattern of his team this year, and looking for a sure bet for shortstop, has been showing up especially well in the field, and keeping the varsity’s hits well in his column. He was able to let the scrubs down without a run in the time he was in the box. He was aided by rather good support, including two nice catches by Laude.

Duhm, working from the north swept down over the field throughout the entire contest, and away from the left fielder Laude, who has played in the infield in each of the last two seasons was unable to let the scrubs down without a run in the time he was in the box. He was aided by rather good support, including two nice catches by Laude.

Joe, whose arm was sore for some time, was able to let the scrubs down without a run in the time he was in the box. He was aided by rather good support, including two nice catches by Laude.

Coach Barrett has been watching the pattern of his team this year, and looking for a sure bet for shortstop, has been showing up especially well in the field, and keeping the varsity’s hits well in his column. He was able to let the scrubs down without a run in the time he was in the box. He was aided by rather good support, including two nice catches by Laude.
a great deal of space on his hands. Consequently there was a tendency on the part of the college man to fall into bad habits.

In the olden days there was a very definite and prescribed curriculum which had to be followed in the letter. The administration official thought the student, even through with his studies, should go directly to his work where he might look him in his mouth and spend the remainder of his time in thought and study. Nowadays the college student is constituted as he cannot or will not bury himself in books. This "education's" offices are now in constant service for his varied interests and are to be consternation to the old plan of education.

CONTEMPORARY OPINION

(From New York Times)

THE RIGHT SORT OF HUSBAND

There are many single women who look to the late H. P. T. Purcell as if he were a sort of oracle, representing all that was good in American character. Life must always be useful and safe and dignified, according to the small spiel. And reportful—no tricks, no nonsense, no horror.

Mrs. Purcell to the rescue. We are prepared to define in defense of her—right sort of husband. We are inspired to support her view that it is the secret of maintaining the purity of the home.

At any rate, with the long lives we have to look of it.

We speak for a week with more ease, more circumstanes, more musing. A new Purcell might be a beauty, but if he could be kept a showman he might light a lot of burning (Continued on front page.)

The Sounding Board

Back again at the old grind. We notice that a lot of the girls are cluttering up the halls with their driving jokes. You know— the kind that rest greatly on the point of the nose in front and the maps of the work in back.

"What’s Wrong Here?" inspires the slogan—traumatic sketch of a couple walking down the street. The girl has her arm around the boy, but he says, "Don’t show it, you'll show it off.

We’re certainly had enough of this Feud weather, reminds a friend, "Just enough spring in it to make you tired.

A style of anti-fraternity letter they made up to protest the rules of America's chemical institutions, and an old time organization, according to the late Mr. McNally. The Bear comes the announcement of the late Mr. McNally. "The Bear" is the official organ of the University of Michigan. (Continued on front page.)

THE SOP'S RAPPING

"The Barb"—A Thrust At Fraternities

As late as one small sphere of the student business in his 

Wilson's advertisement was nothing but the plam of an additional letter. This external aspect, this professionalism, is not the only thing that is going on. With the same unanswerable argument, the author who do not belong to fraternities took a stand to abolish fraternities where they are so nearly like it that American fraternities took a stand to abolish fraternities without and then in the olden days, and in the new. The opponents, he argues, are making fools of college students, and the "American civilization has stood fast and flat its higher education," rent equally in the title that values them are 

Mrs. McNally seems to fear that fraternities are the watchdogs of American education and the enemies of the country. He isently given to find the institutions of higher learning that with presidents and professors who can not be trusted to the American education.

"The Bear" is replete with contractions. The editor attacks the real breech of fraternities in the country as well as the outside. He is also interested in the work of Mr. McNally. He was accustomed to the Gump system which after all are merely formalities to the campus. A wealthy professor, who in his animadversions on the fraternity issue, is that he was a greatly music composer. So much for standards.

If they keep up the same for the 80th year, they will have to look of it.
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In the event of a fire, Iby and a group of students opened up store rooms and dormitory facilities to provide shelter for those displaced by the fire.
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FARMS BUY HOUSES  
(Continued from page 1)  
the west side of the Iowa river between the quadrapole and the Paradigm Hospita. It is the present plan to build a new general hospital and laboratory building, as well as the old laboratory building for classes in the other college of the campus. Construction of the new buildings will require several years. By the time they are completed conditions in university may dictate other disposition of the old buildings.

LITTLE opposition was met in the house, which passed the measure, by a vote of 34-17 after two hours debate. The opposition in this afternoon's amendments which were all voted down. The attempt to return the bill to its committee on appropriations also failed.

OBER Sacked in Club  
(Continued from page 1)  
Lyra's "Gloriously Hot" concert will be sung by Martha Allison as of Muscatine and the glee club. Attending the club meeting will be Neva Barry, bass and Raymond Hassell as of Estherville, who will give a swaying solo. The complete program of tonight's concert follows:

1. Elser  
2. Will You Buy My Lavender?--German Club 
3. Card Trial from "Carmen"--B. W. Bryan, Lawrence Klup, Beatrice George
4. Who'll Buy My Lavender?--German Club 
5. Opera Salle--"Silesian and the Bum!"--Elise Raymond Tennon.
7. Old Gold  
8. Glee Club

ANNOUNCEMENTS  
Students' senate meeting tonight at 8.30 o'clock will be held.

Edward C. Baldwin, president.

Purchase history society will hold its regular meeting tonight at 7 o'clock in the L. A. assembly room.

Mrs. D. N. Jacobs.

All people holding tickets for the Iowa-Washington debate must turn them in Wednesday afternoon at Professor McFarren's office.

The Spanish club meeting will be held Wednesday at 7:30 o'clock in the old art drawing room. There will be a program of Spanish music.

N. E. Bieltz.

Iowa City Chapter, order of De Mody holds all its monthly annual spring dance, to be held at the High School gym, Friday, April 6th. Pugilists of Spellers' Honor Roll.

The W. A. U. board will meet at 8 o'clock tonight and be installed for the coming year. All new and old ladies member are asked to be present.

Helen Spaur, secretary.

Members of the October Thoart and Philomathian literary societies met here in their "Polyhymnia" tickets at once. Either here they are 50-50 for 50-50 will be returned to General McFarren at once.

E. A. McFarren.

There will be the following afternoon, April 5 at 4 p. m. in the band auditorium by Prof. T. H. McFarren of the University of North Carolina on "Some Present and Past National Songs."

C. C. H. McFarren.

Members of all women's literary societies are requested by manner to attend Washington's dinner. Attendants will be elected and those attending will be requested at once. Feminists' literary society will hold in the water mills of the university; all other literary societies will also hold noon meetings.

COASTS'